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Gigaset S700H PRO Cordless DECT Handset

Product Name: Gigaset S700H PRO Cordless DECT Handset

Manufacturer: Gigaset

Model Number: S700H

Gigaset S700H PRO Cordless DECT Handset
The all-rounder phone with many functions is a winner in day-to-day work environments.
When things are taking a little longer at work, a resilient phone is called for. The Gigaset S700H
PRO can be relied upon at all times: The extra-long standby time, and the sturdy surface on which
not even disinfectants stand a chance, are standout features.
Furthermore, the professional DECT mobile device from Gigaset boasts many functions, including
audio profiles and superb HD sound quality. It is lightweight and intuitive to use, and directories
and contacts are easy to access. Those not wanting to make compromises in communication
tasks need look no further.
Gigaset S700H PRO Cordless DECT Handset Key Features

ï¿½ Large illuminated 2.4" TFT colour display  
ï¿½ Intuitive user interface for easy operation 
ï¿½ Headset operation via Bluetooth&reg; 4.2 or 3.5mm jack 
ï¿½ Separately programmable alarm button 
ï¿½ Audio profiles can be selected quickly using a separate key 
ï¿½ Side buttons for volume adjustment during the Conversation 
ï¿½ IP40 protection class and tightness against metal dust 
ï¿½ Handsfree with brilliant HDSP ready TM/CAT -IQ 2.01 Acoustic quality and high maximum
volume 
ï¿½ Hotel option - automatic deletion of sensitive data 
ï¿½ SUOTA - Software update via the air interface 
ï¿½ Scratch and disinfectant resistant 
ï¿½ Local telephone book with search function and up to 500 vCards and access to the company
telephone book via PBX (XML, LDAP)2 
ï¿½ Data exchange via Bluetooth&reg; or Micro-USB 
ï¿½ Vibrating alarm 
ï¿½ No ringing in the charging cradle adjustable for parallel call 
ï¿½ Key lock with PIN protection 
ï¿½ Charging: 
ï¿½ Up to 12h talk time 
ï¿½ Up to 300h standby time 
ï¿½ Charging also via Micro-USB connection 
ï¿½ Charging cradle included free of charge  
ï¿½  Full compatibility with the professional Gigaset DECT  Single and multi-cell systems 

All-Rounder for Strict Requirements
Bigger is not always better &ndash; but it is here: The Gigaset S700H PRO boasts a large and lit
2.4&rdquo; TFT colour display. It is a genuine all-rounder and satisfies all the requirements of a
professional DECT phone. Numerous functions, such as SUOTA, Bluetooth 4.2, audio profiles
and superb sound quality (HDSP&trade;) make this device the perfect partner in day-to-day work
environments
Endurance Professional with Short Charging Times
When things are taking a little longer, this cordless phone is just the thing: It fits comfortably in
your hand and its great sound quality is a standout feature. Even after a long workday, it does not
give up on you: With up to 13 hours of talk time and up to 320 hours standby, it is extremely
resilient. Charging times are pleasantly short. Convenient charging of the device is also possible
from the micro-USB port.
Freedom and Flexible Functions
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You make calls, we deal with the details: So for example, thanks to the innovative 360&deg; rotary
belt clip*, you have your phone close to hand at all times &ndash; and still have your hands free.
The Gigaset S700H PRO is thoroughly thought out down to the minutest detail: Many other
functions simplify day-to-day work.  A keypad lock with PIN protection or separately selectable
audio profiles. And then there are the configurable function keys with which you can quickly and
easily perform direct dialling or trigger an alarm call.
Design that is Resistant to Disinfectants
Thumbs up here for performance, price and design: This business phone is of high quality, is
attractively priced and has a shapely form. To keep it this way, it has a harder surface coating.
This means: Scratches and disinfectants do not bother it much, and dirt and viruses have no
chance. It is certified to protection class IP40 and designed such that no metallic dust can
penetrate in.
Protection Thanks to Security Options
Please do not disturb: To protect private information, this cordless DECT phone has an Hotel
option. With it, all call lists and sensitive data within a predefined time period are deleted, so other
users can no longer access them. This provides additional security, not only in the hotel and
catering industry: The Gigaset S700H PRO is perfectly suited to day-to-day working
environments.
Professionalism with Systematic Approach
As is generally well-known, communication is the key to success. This is why you should be
prepared as well as you can be for communication tasks at your workplace: The Gigaset S700H
PRO is optimised for use with all professional Gigaset DECT systems. But it can also be used on
CAT-iq &amp; GAP-compatible base stations from third party vendors. Whether there is a
systematic approach here? You can be sure of that!
Gigaset S700H PRO Cordless DECT Handset - Technical Specifications
General features

ï¿½ Color: Anthracite
ï¿½ Version: Handset
ï¿½ Connection: Analog, ISDN, VoIP
ï¿½ Calls in parallel (analogue): 1
ï¿½ Calls in parallel (IP): 2
ï¿½ Calls in parallel (ISDN): 2
ï¿½ Mobile connection: no
ï¿½ DECT Standards: DECT, GAP, CAT iq 2.0
ï¿½ Interfaces internal: Bluetooth&reg;, Micro-USB, Headset connection 3,5 mm
ï¿½ ECO DECT: Autom. reduction of transmission power, Radiation-free in standby mode, Low
energy consumption

Additional features

ï¿½ Standby time up to (h): 320
ï¿½ Talk time up to (h): 13
ï¿½ Address book # entries, (name, surname, 3 numbers, pictures, date-reminder, sounds): 500
ï¿½ Individual ringertones for VIP entries: Yes
ï¿½ V-Card transfer, mobile to handset via Bluetooth: Yes
ï¿½ Adressbook synchronization via QuickSync (Outlook, Google-Contacts): Yes
ï¿½ Direct dial keys at handset: 12
ï¿½ Automatic redial function in handset: Yes
ï¿½ Calendar: Yes
ï¿½ Alarm function: Yes
ï¿½ SOS function: Yes
ï¿½ Optical call signalling: Illuminated display, Flashing send key

Audio features
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ï¿½ Sound Quality / Accustic Features: HD Voice (CAT-iq certified), HD Voice (wideband voice)
ï¿½ Handsfree talking: Convenient hands-free talking (full duplex quality)
ï¿½ Handsfree talking handset / base / Main device: Handset
ï¿½ Adjustable Volume: Via Menu, Via Sidekey
ï¿½ Number of ringtones: 32
ï¿½ Upload own ringtones: Yes
ï¿½ Vibracall: Yes

Display features

ï¿½ Display Type: Color Display
ï¿½ Dimensions (H x W mm): 49x37
ï¿½ Diagonal spread (inch): 2,4"
ï¿½ Resolution (px): 240x320
ï¿½ Jumbo Fonts: No
ï¿½ Display of caller: Display of caller&rsquo;s number (CLIP) with picture (Picture CLIP)
ï¿½ List of last # missed calls with time and date: 20
ï¿½ List of # outgoing calls with time and date: 20
ï¿½ List of # received calls with time and date: 20
ï¿½ List of # all calls with time and date: 60
ï¿½ Multilingual menu (several display languages): Yes
ï¿½ Time / Date displayed: Yes

Keypad features

ï¿½ Illuminated Keypad:	Yes
ï¿½ Easy handling with navigation key:	Yes
ï¿½ Message indicator key:	Yes
ï¿½ Protection Water/Dust/Shock(according IP 65): No
ï¿½ Scratch and disinfectant resistant: Yes

Dimensions / Specs

ï¿½ Handset, H x W x D in mm: 151 x 49 x 26
ï¿½ Charger, H x W x D in mm: 40 x 81 x 80
ï¿½ Accu Type: 1 x NiMH AAA

Price: £76.30

Options available for Gigaset S700H PRO Cordless DECT Handset :

Need Product Setup / Training / Support?
Required - 1 Hour (+£65.00), Not Required, Required - 30 minutes (+£40.00).
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